
 

                                                                      

       FEBRUARY 2020 NEWSLETTER 
 February…the wicked stepsister of the calendar year. Christmas is over, Spring is 

nearly sixty days away, and celebrating Valentine’s Day with your sweetie may be the only 

blip on the radar. Winter wants to hang on, re-runs have worn out their welcome, and college 

football is nearly six months away. 

 Despite the fact that I have repeatedly chastised and threatened people for doing it, 

despite the fact that there are signs at the range telling you NOT to do it, in spite of the fact 

that common sense tells you it is a destructive and dangerous practice, shooters at our club 

continue to shoot steel targets with RIFLE rounds. The steel targets on the pistol range were 

donated by a club member only to be wantonly destroyed. Let me reiterate – if you are 

caught destroying club property, you will be prosecuted! You will lose your membership – 

FOREVER! If you are there as a guest, your host puts their membership at risk. If any of our 

members need a refresher course on how to tell the difference between rifles and handguns, 

please feel free to contact me, Woody, or one of the other club officers. 

 The weather – rain in particular – has been a major holdup in our building project at 

the range. Progress, as is evident, has slowed to a crawl…a very slow crawl. The club officers 

and contractor would like to apologize for the slow progress, but assure the members that, 

with the return of drier weather, we will move forward. The nearly impassable stretch 

immediately inside our gate has been remedied by the application of a couple of loads of 

gravel. Please have patience. Progress never comes easily. 

FEBRUARY 2020 SCHEDULED EVENTS_____________________________________ 

STEEL CHALLENGE 2/2/2020 @ 1PM Set up / registration begins at 12 PM, safety briefing @ 

12:45PM. New shooters should arrive early. $15 per gun. Pre-register by Practiscore if 

possible. 

100 YARD RIMFIRE RIFLE (FORMERLY GOLF BALL) MATCH 2/16/2020 @ 2PM Entry fee is $10 

per shooter per rifle. Repeater type actions only, no tuners. No one piece rests. Draw for 

shooting order. 



200 YARD RIMFIRE GOLF BALL MATCH 2/23/2020 @ 2pm Entry fee is $10 per shooter per 

rifle. Unlimited 22lr , any rifle, any rest. Draw for shooting order. 

BOWLING PIN MATCHES WILL RESUME IN  APRIL 

If you can participate in your club’s events, please come out. Proceeds of these events 

support our club. 

 Hopefully, the current impeachment farce is winding down. President Trump will be 

acquitted and return to the business of running the country – something the Democrats have 

completely ignored since focusing all their energies on removing a duly elected President. The 

democrat Fools in Charge, led by Schumer and Pelosi, have already stated that this 

impeachment effort is not the end. The wheels are already turning – have been turning -  

behind the scenes to create some type of major diversion. The Democrats must find a way (in 

their minds) to create some type of a negative diversion that will draw attention from the 

fact that they have not a single viable candidate on the 2020 stage. The current front-runner 

is an avowed Communist…calls himself a Democratic Socialist, but…and is grasping at straws. 

Initially, he had pandered to the Millennials by suggesting AOC, the Wonder Woman (“I 

wonder what day it is? I wonder if my shoes match?”) for a running mate. Now, word is he 

has reached out, in desperation, to Michelle Obama. Anything for a vote. 

There are three kinds of men. The one that learns by reading. The few who learn by 

observation. The rest of them have to pee on the electric fence for themselves. 

                                                                                                         Wil Rogers 

See you at the range.                                                                                               Tim Courtney  

                                                                                                                                     Secretary ACSC  


